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Future



Designed to track the 
manufacturing and shipping 

of lots of widgets

MRP
Manufacturing Resource Planning



Returns are an exception 
and are treated like a failure  
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Subassemblies are not 
tracked
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Disassembly into inventory 
is difficult

MRP
Manufacturing Resource Planning



WHOI workflow is 
specialized



A buoy is assembled, deployed to sea by 
boat, sits in water and records data, 

recovered by boat, taken apart, parts are 
tested and refurbished, parts that pass 

are reused, parts that don’t are replaced. 
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We have no “customers”
100% of our “products” come back

They are disassembled
Subassemblies are tested

Decide if each part can be deployed

At WHOI:



Location

We care about each part:
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location

parent+children

configuration

documentation

history

future

parts
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Part name
Part number

Documentation
Cost

Refurb cost

Part type:
Mechanical
Electrical

Instruments
Telemetry

Part template
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Part template

Assembly template

An assembly template 
is a series of 
subassemblies of part 
templates that define a 
mooring
In the case of gliders, 
AUV’s, ROV’s this 
would be renamed.
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Part template

Assembly template

Add inventory

Part number
Serial number

Equipment number
Print barcode

Location
Parent

Children
Notes

Historical Notes
Photo Notes

Part Type Info
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Instrument: Calibration, Configuration, Vendor 
ID, Vendor Info, Property Tags, Firmware  

Telemetry: IEMI, SSID, MAC, MSISDN, 
IP Address, SIM#, RSN#, GSN, Firmware   

Mechanical: refurb cost, refurb time 

Electrical: Test procedure, Firmware, Revision 

Part Types define custom fields that can be 
filled out for inventory:
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Part template

Assembly template

Add inventory

Create deployment

A deployment is an 
assembly template that 
goes through 
deployment states:
assembly
burn in
delivery
deployed
recovered 
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“Can this part survive another 
deployment?”
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Analytics (usage, combined data)

Asset Management

Automated Test Integration

Tablet/Phone support
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